Abstract

Texture is a key characteristic in the definition of the physical appearance of an object and a crucial element in the creation process of 3D artists. However, retrieving a texture that matches an intended look from an image collection is difficult. Contrary to most photo collections, for which object recognition has proven quite useful, syntactic descriptions of texture characteristics is not straightforward, and even creating appropriate metadata is a very difficult task. In this paper, we propose a system to help explore large unlabeled collections of texture images. The key insight is that spatially grouping textures sharing similar features can simplify navigation. Our system uses a pre-trained convolutional neural network to extract high-level semantic image features, which are then mapped to a 2-dimensional location using an adaptation of t-SNE, a dimensionality-reduction technique. We describe an interface to visualize and explore the resulting distribution and provide a series of enhanced navigation tools, our prioritized t-SNE, scalable clustering, and multi-resolution embedding, to further facilitate exploration and retrieval tasks. Finally, we also present the results of a user evaluation that demonstrates the effectiveness of our solution.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization; Visualization systems and tools; Visualization toolkits;

1. Introduction

Texture is a fundamental visual characteristic that reflects the surface detail of an object, usually stored in an image. It plays an important role in object recognition in computer vision [GRM’18], rendering in computer graphics [Hec86], and artistic or industrial design [LP15]. Most importantly, texture is recognized easily by an observer [Gib50]. Nowadays, huge texture image collections exist, both natural and computer-generated but retrieving an ideal texture can be very difficult.

Traditional texture browsing methods tend to utilize metadata, such as keywords, captions, or descriptions, to manually cluster samples into groups. In this context, a vocabulary of 47 texture terms was created to describe a large collection of natural textures [CMK’14, BRL97]. This vocabulary tries to relate commonly-used texture words in English to the visual properties of textures, describing a wide variety of texture patterns. Such metadata-driven retrieval systems have several drawbacks. First, it requires considerable effort and time to manually annotate samples to build a database. Second, it is extremely difficult for a layman to describe the content...
of different types of textures in words. Finally, differences in language systems and bias on an individual’s interpretation may make it hard to reach a universal standard for properly and precisely describing a texture.

Alternatively, a texture can be procedurally generated, for example by modeling the process to form a texture from text samples [WL00], or labels [DWL+19]. This process requires expertise and it is difficult to ensure a good exploration. Recently, a semi-procedural approach [GAD+20] has been presented, working with an exemplar and a label map to then create new variations. The chosen input is crucial to the process and a label map is not always available. Even in dedicated solutions for material generation, such as Substance [Sub], browsing for input textures remains a common task, which we address.

In this paper, we propose an efficient visual navigation tool that can organize an unlabeled texture collection in a semantically meaningful way. This enables users to efficiently navigate to a target texture. Potentially, this can also ease the task of labeling large collections of textures with semantic terms if wanted.

In our framework, we utilize the activations of the penultimate dense layer of a pre-trained image recognition network, VGG16, to represent the input images [SZ14]. This high-dimensional activation vector represents multi-scale, and thus semantically-meaningful, features of the input and has been shown to link to texture information [OMS17]. To visualize the distribution of textures based on these feature vectors, we use t-SNE to embed them into two dimensions. For easier navigation, we propose a modification of the original t-SNE algorithm, which we call prioritized t-SNE, which can modify the resulting 2D embedding to facilitate exploration of a chosen image neighborhood.

We also propose several navigation methods including flip zooming, scalable mean-shift clustering, user interactive selection, and an image-based retrieval algorithm to accelerate texture retrieval, as shown in a user evaluation. As texture structure is usually independent of its color palette, recoloring [CFL+15] is a very convenient way to achieve diverse and plausible alternatives of the selected target and is integrated as well for the completeness of our system.

Compared to traditional state-of-the-art image retrieval systems, our framework targets texture images and offers a simple, user-friendly, and efficient interface for retrieval, navigation, and recoloring. More importantly, it does not require any manual pre-processing or labeling. This is a key point, as labeling abstract textures is a hard problem, requiring the use of specific language that is not easily interpreted by end-users. Our system organizes and displays textures in a way that greatly expedites retrieval and exploration tasks.

The main contribution of our work is an intuitive retrieval and exploration system for large unlabeled collections of texture images that spatially groups textures sharing similar features. Our system integrates several targeted tools, and while it builds upon some known techniques (often to leverage familiarity, e.g., selection tools and 2D interaction), it also introduces novel solutions to control the embedding.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We fist review the related work (Sec. 2), before elaborating on our approach (Sec. 3), including the embedding and navigation solutions, as well as the proposed interface (Sec. 4). We then evaluate our work and compare to existing methods (Sec. 5) before we conclude (Sec. 6).

2. Related Work

An abundance of work focuses on image retrieval but most is not geared specifically towards textures. Metadata-based image retrieval systems have been successfully applied in most web-based image search engines [Tan19]. Nevertheless, these methods can still produce a lot of unwanted search results.

Color-based retrieval methods compute color histograms to guide the search task [SS†16, CBGM97] but are not focused on the actual content of the texture. Nevertheless, in our context, the structure of the images plays a much larger role and color can even be adapted in a post-process. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [PG17] relies on combinations of colors, textures, local geometry, or any other information that represents and can be extracted from images. In this situation, it is common to rely on example images when searching, which are not always available and these systems do not lend themselves well to a fine-grained search. Different metrics can be used to compare color and texture features [YLLF11] and many measures have been proposed in the past [Jul62, Yel93, MM96, PS00, DC14, ZPN13, ZRPN08, WBSS04]. Kokare et al. [KCB03] explore the impact of different similarity measures in distance-based automated retrieval tasks.

Text-based queries are very common but not easily applicable to texture search. This also holds true when involving a hybrid image retrieval system that relies on keywords and images [DAK10] or an interactive browsing solution [Por06], due to the large amount of manual effort in creating the text or image descriptions, and also due to the difference in each individual’s interpretation. We compare to such an approach in our user study [CMK+14]. Sketch-based image retrieval methods utilize sketching to query target images [LSS†17]. While very powerful when focusing on important lines, e.g., when navigating sketch collections, not all properties of textures can be well captured. It is nonetheless a useful element in case that pronounced features are available and is also employed in our system.

With the tremendous success of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) on the ImageNet data set, image classification has received great attention [KSH12], [SLJ+15], [SZ14]. These systems learn complex features that outperform hand-crafted ones. Hand-crafted features (e.g., SIFT [Low04] and Gaussian mixture models [PFJ03]) were not used since available pre-trained network features have proven more versatile in recent years [ZYFT17, LCF†19]. Their use for the task of object search within an image collection has been explored with promising results [BSCL14, XHZT15, GSV19], but not oriented towards texture retrieval. Danon et al. [DAEFCO19] proposed an unsupervised learning method towards a metric of similarity, leveraging the fact that the similarity of two patches can be learned from the prevalence of their spatial proximity in natural images, which does not hold for textures with spatially homogeneous structures.

Good examples in image retrieval with deep networks exist [MMB†17, GARL17, YHNYD15, NAS†17, ZYT17] but require specific inputs, i.e., query images or keywords, and they do not target...
navigation/exploration. When a database of labeled images is available, networks can be trained for other applications as well, such as recognition [XZD18], segmentation [FACO17], or procedural texture generation [HDR19]. Solutions to better address perceptual texture properties exist [H∗12, PHRC13] as well but these systems are based on similarity matrices generated by capturing subjective human judgments. This is time-consuming, costly, and would have to be applied for each newly inserted item. This limits their generalization to large collections or different databases. Our solution is inspired by these approaches, as we leverage the powerful semantic feature extraction capabilities of deep neural networks in combination with modern visual data analysis.

Visual exploration of embedded datasets using t-SNE is used extensively in the medical field, for example for mass cytometry data exploration [LvUH∗18]. Moreover, exploration methods based on hierarchical stochastic neighbor embedding [PHL∗16] have been proposed [HPvU∗17, HVP∗19]. Nevertheless, in these cases, the focus is the exploration of relations between data points, which does not translate well to texture database exploration and retrieval tasks. The levels of the HSNE hierarchy are a subset of the dataset, and thus using such representation would hide information from the user. Our prioritized t-SNE approach follows a similar goal, has a simpler definition that does not require any preprocessing, continuously adjusts the relevance of each embedded point, and does not remove any images from view.

In the context of interactive exploration and browsing of image collection, previous work [H∗12, PHRC13, Por06] proposed several visualization concepts, such as cylinder displays. However, these approaches are mostly intended for gaining an overview. Coarse semantic information-based methods are proposed to enhance the visualization and exploration. Yang et al. [YFH∗06] and Mizuno et al. [MWT14] propose to use multidimensional scaling (MDS) [CC08] when computing the similarity between images for visualization, but either keywords are involved in the annotation and search process [YFH∗06] or the resulting embedding is less efficient than t-SNE [MWT14]. MDS was further applied with weights to emphasize items of interest [DWF∗18], while in Projection Explorer for Images [POM07, ENP∗09] (PEx-Image) it was used for image embedding. Worring et al. [WK15, WZ16] use pivot tables to visualize and explore the multimedia images over user-supplied metadata. To utilize the higher-level semantic features of the image, Xie et al. [XZ∗18] propose to train an image captioning model based on existing semantic keywords. Previous work dealing with metadata agnostic CBIR systems includes the work of Rodden et al. [RBSW99], who propose a grid visualization of images based on an MDS arrangement with color histograms of image sections as features. Tian et al. [TT00] propose a series of tools to create a virtual reality system for CBIR, based on a weighted MDS distribution over manually crafted color and texture features, as well as available text metadata. Gomi et al. [GMIL08] introduce a hierarchical CBIR system, with a hierarchical arrangement of images based on aggregated color values of image regions, and also available keywords associated with each image. Finally, Schaefer et al. [Sch16] present an overview of different image collection browsing methods, mostly designed for the case of photography collections, highlighting their own sphere and honeycomb arrangement methods based on an MDS embedding over median color information. As absolute color is not a suitable feature for texture browsing, these methods are not well suited for our application context.

3. Our Approach

Our work aims at facilitating navigation to a desired texture within a large database without any metadata. To this end, we position the textures in a 2D layout, following an embedding of their high-dimensional feature vectors, and propose interaction mechanisms to explore the dataset. The workflow is illustrated in Fig. 1. To support navigation, we provide solutions to influence the embedding at multiple scales. Features can be emphasized by allowing them to span a larger portion of space or irrelevant regions can be shrunk in real time. Additionally, a user can make use of clustering and image-based search (using existing images or sketches) to narrow down the search for texture structures. Finally, the colors of the target can be adapted to meet the wishes of the user. In the following, we describe the details of our solution.

3.1. Embedding

As discussed in Sec. 2, CNNs have proven to be a very powerful tool for extracting features from images. Typically, the latent vector that results from the penultimate layer of a network encodes relevant features that are important for classification. While it might sound attractive to build a specialized CNN for an image collection, it is a very expensive and time-consuming task, and suitable labels for training are typically not available.

Motivated by previous work in the area [OMS17, SZ14, GRM∗18], we use (pre-trained) VGG16, which is a deep convolutional image classification network that was trained with ImageNet [FF10], a large image database. Evidence has been presented that deep convolutional image-classification networks trained on ImageNet rely on identifying texture rather than shape [GRM∗18] and are therefore well suited for our tasks. The specialization of its descriptors for texture recognition is also leveraged in style-transfer approaches [GEB16]. The first layers of such networks encode filters for simple patterns, and later layers recognize progressively more complex textures [OMS17]. Nevertheless, the last layers are strongly linked to the actual categories recognized by the network and are therefore less useful for our application. Therefore, we selected the descriptors of the penultimate fully connected layer given their generality and efficacy. As an alternative, we also tested the use of layers from AlexNet [KSH12] but found them to be less effective in differentiating texture. We believe this is because its shallower architecture and large receptive fields force early layers to specialize more strongly on the recognition categories. In contrast, VGG16 is deeper and has smaller receptive fields, which recognize small abstract patterns at early layers which combine in later layers to recognize more complex patterns [OMS17].

We scale all input images to a resolution of 256 × 256 to provide as an input to the network. The second fully connected layer, which is the optimal layer for retrieval [YYLZ18], outputs a latent vector of 4096 dimensions, which we associate with each image.

The high dimensionality of the feature vector makes it impossible to directly visualize an organization of the images in such space.
For visualization and interaction purposes on a 2D screen, a two-dimensional positioning is most suitable. We use t-SNE [MH08], a dimensionality-reduction method, to embed the latent vectors. Fig. 2, shows examples of the resulting embedding for the Describable Textures Dataset (DTD) [CMK’14] and the UIUC Texture Database [Kaz16]. t-SNE has the advantage of being non-linear and preserves neighborhood relations, which is particularly desirable for exploration purposes. Within a collection, some textures may manifest as transformations of others, such as rotation, scaling, or coloring. While it would be possible, we do not enforce transform invariance, and thus they are not necessarily mapped to similar locations by the t-SNE algorithm. This is by choice, since these aspects can play into a semantic meaning (e.g., tiger stripes are typically vertical).

Although non-convex and non-deterministic, the embedding of t-SNE is efficient, fairly stable, and has proven useful in many applications. The tunable perplexity parameter was set to 30 heuristically for all our examples, based on the recommended range (5-50). Moreover, the t-SNE algorithm is run for a maximum of 2000 iterations. Both the computational and the memory complexity of t-SNE are O(n^2) but optimized implementations exist [CRHC18, PTM’20].

3.2. Prioritized t-SNE

The original t-SNE formulation attempts to create an embedding that maintains similar neighborhoods as in the high-dimensional space. It does so by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the joint probabilities of the distances of the low-dimensional embedding and the high-dimensional vectors [MH08]. Instead, we would like to offer the possibility for a user to emphasize certain groups of textures (or features) that should then make use of more space in the embedding in a continuous manner to avoid generating artificial clusters. Similarly, textures that are of less relevance should use less space. To achieve this, we propose the prioritized t-SNE embedding. We assume that each of potentially multiple user-selected samples (textures) S has a weight W ∈ [0, 1]. The embedding region around this sample will be enlarged if W > 1 and shrunk if 0 ≤ W < 1. For a single selected sample S, we define weights w_i for all other samples as:

\[ w_i = 1 - (1 - W) e^{-d_i + \text{max}(W)} \]

(1)

where \( d_i \) is the distance between sample i and the selected sample S. When several samples are selected, the weights produced for each of the samples (Eq.1) are multiplied. Once the weights are determined, we compute the joint probabilities \( q_{ij} \) of map point \( y_j \) and map point \( y_i \) in the low-dimensional space by

\[ q_{ij} = \frac{(1 + w_i * w_j * \| y_i - y_j \|)^{1-\frac{1}{2}}}{\sum_{k \neq j} (1 + \| y_k - y_j \|)^{-1}}. \]

(2)

The embedding then uses standard t-SNE with these modified joint probabilities. To accelerate convergence, we initialize \( q_{ij} \) with the originally computed t-SNE counterpart. Fig. 3 shows an example using two selected samples.

3.3. Multi-scale Replication

Some textures manifest different visual features at different scales, as shown in Fig. 5. The t-SNE algorithm clusters such images based on an overall dominating feature, while a user might have been interested in a feature at a different scale. For example, imagine a piece of cloth with a very fine structure that forms a larger-scale pattern. On the one hand, it could be grouped with cloth textures. On the other hand, its large-scale pattern might be more suitable to be represented by other textures. Especially large-scale (i.e., low-frequency) features can have an important impact, since a user will initially see an overview of the collection, where the images are small, and mostly large-scale features are visible. In this sense, we would like an image to be embedded adjacent to images sharing its small-scale visual features, but also adjacent to images sharing its large-scale features. To resolve this conflict, we create additional embedding positions for each image that correspond to image versions where small-scale features are removed, and we replicate the images at those positions when necessary. Specifically, for each image we generate two blurred versions via convolution with a Gaussian kernel, approximating human feature perception, with a standard deviation of 5 and 9 pixels (~2% and ~3.5% of the input resolution). These kernel sizes were empirically chosen, since smaller kernels had little impact, and larger ones quickly resulted in converging feature vectors for all images. Using several scales enables a successive removal of small-scale features (see Fig. 5). After obtaining three sets of latent vectors (original texture collection and the two blurred versions), we embed these with t-SNE in parallel.

In this case, we initially get an embedding with three times the image samples of the original collection. Nevertheless, the 2D embedding of the different versions for most images (~95%) remains very similar. This means that the original latent vector for these images is dominated by the large-scale image features. To avoid unnecessary clutter, we only replicate images when their distance in the 2D embeddings exceeds a given threshold distance (25% of the embedding diagonal), as the texture then clearly exhibits distinct multi-scale features. If not, only the original texture is kept, as it already well reflects its large-scale features on its own.

3.4. Clustering

While the presented embedding can successfully group similar textures, it fails to give a good overview due to too much information being displayed at once, especially with a large database. In consequence, we propose a clustering mechanism to ease navigation and to allow the user to identify categories in the embedding to then focus on clusters reflecting the desired properties, e.g., stripe patterns. To produce clusters, we apply Mean-Shift clustering [FH75] on the embedded feature space. This clustering algorithm has the advantage that it is guided by a single parameter, the scale at which the elements are grouped. Further, as the mean-shift can be computed relatively quickly by discretizing the space [BEDT08, HPvU’16], the scale can be chosen interactively. Given clusters of similar textures, we can enhance them with a representative image (landmark); the image nearest to the centroid of each cluster. Fig. 4 shows three examples of clustering visualization using landmarks for 6, 10 and 20 clusters. The center landmark image is surrounded by eight more images, which are representatives for the farthest texture in the collection.
corresponding direction (horizontal, vertical, or diagonal) of the embedding that still belongs to the cluster, as seen from the centroid. Hereby, the observer gets an idea of the texture appearance at the boundaries of the cluster.

4. Interface

The interface of our retrieval system is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of our two major components: the semantic embedding window and the priority texture selection tool. Further, we see an image-based search tool with an optional sketching board, and a recoloring tool. The latter is not a novel technical contribution, but is present for completeness. For our tests, we use the textures in the DTD collection. It is a database with 1518 images, grouped via 47 words (terms/categories) inspired from human perception.

The semantic embedding window (Figs. 6, 7) presents the collection of images to the user, positioned according to the computed embedding. This provides a holistic view of the image set and shows the global semantic transition among textures of different styles. The user can freely navigate through the overall display and change its zoom levels with the mouse. The texture that is pointed at with the mouse cursor is displayed in a large tooltip for a better detail visualization. In this window, the user can additionally enable the display of clusters to help obtain an overview of the features in different parts of the embedding (Fig. 7, top right). The user can select the number of clusters and their landmarks and representative images of the clusters are shown (Sec. 3.4). Furthermore, the user can select a cluster or a rectangular region to restrict the view to only the chosen subset of images. For this restricted view, the user can then opt for a flip-zooming visualization style, or a tiled visualization, to prevent image overlap; this is shown in the bottom row of Fig. 7. Lastly, as we support recoloring, images can be displayed in grayscale to avoid user bias based on color. Nevertheless, loss of contrast during this conversion can hide important texture details, which is why both options exist. Note that a detail-preserving decolorization scheme (e.g., [AAB11, AA16]) could be applied as future work.

The priority texture selection tool allows a user to select one or more images, and assign a priority to them, which is then used to update the embedding using our prioritized t-SNE (Sec. 3.2). This updated embedding will show images related to high-priority selections at a larger scale and images related to low-priority ones at a smaller scale, as shown in Fig. 3.

The image-based search tool is added for completeness of the system and allows a user to search based on a user-provided image, provided via a file or as a sketch. The simple sketch tool supports controllable pen color and width. We rely on VGG16 to extract the corresponding latent vector of the user image, and find the closest texture image in feature space. Fig. 8 shows an example of user sketches and the corresponding result in the DTD collection. Once a texture has been identified in this way, it is possible for the user to highlight it in the semantic embedding window as an additional landmark (Sec. 3.4) or to change its weight to influence the embedding.

The recoloring tool (Fig. 9) allows a user, as a final step, to change the color of a selected texture with the subsequent option to save it to a new file for use outside of our application. The recoloring algorithm is optimized based on [CFL*15] to simplify user interac-
Figure 4: Overview using mean shift on the 2D embedding distribution resulting in 6 (left), 10 (middle) and 20 (right) clusters. Landmarks summarize the cluster information by showing representative cluster images, and background color indicates cluster extent.

Figure 5: Features at different scales (original and 5, 9 pixel blur). Low scale detail is successively removed.

Figure 6: Image-retrieval Interface. The images in their semantically embedded positions (left). Controls for weighing selected images for our prioritized t-SNE (middle) and a sketch interface (right).

Figure 7: A selection can be shown as interactive flip-zoom interface (left) or a tiled interface (right).

5. Evaluation
We conducted a user evaluation to validate the effectiveness and advantages of our method. We wish to perform two evaluations: comparison with alternative methods, and features evaluation. In the first part of our study, we compared against displaying images on a grid (using thumbnails), which is the standard file-system solution. It is the visualization that users typically have the most experience in using. It also requires no metadata (which also holds as is the case for our system). Additionally, we compare to text-based solutions [CMK14]. We also evaluate the four features compared to only using our basic overview mode, multi-scale replication, clustering, prioritized-tSNE, and image-based search. The first two features aim at general use cases and evaluation of them requires no special settings of the target. Therefore, they were integrated into the first part of the study, acting as additional comparisons. For the latter two features, they aim to improve the retrieval in cases...
In the evaluation, a Windows 10 system with an Intel i7-8700 CPU, 16GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU with 11GB of VRAM was used. The GUI was displayed at a resolution of 1920 × 1200. The system was implemented in C++ with machine-learning components running in Python.

In total, 16 users participated in the evaluation. They had no prior experience with our interface but were Computer-Science students. Additional details regarding the evaluation are given in the supplementary material.

5.1. Comparison with alternative methods

Grid view For the first task, the users were asked to retrieve four given textures from the same collection (DTD, containing 1518 texture images), using two different systems. One was a grid view, which consisted of a standard Windows 10 file explorer dialog with large thumbnails, where images were randomly ordered. The second was our interface, where we asked the users to search the textures starting from the overview panel and were free to use all the features our tool provides. Fig. 10 shows the images for this task.

As an introduction to our system, the users were shown a ~1 minute video that illustrated how our interface works (available as supplementary material). The users were not given time to familiarize themselves with the tool. Instead, their first search task was their first interaction with our tool.

Results (Fig. 11) show that the average time to retrieve the target textures with the grid view (427 seconds) is substantially reduced by using our interface (133 seconds); a more than three-fold improvement even when applied by an inexperienced user.

It is also noteworthy that all participants completed the task faster with our system than with the grid view. Ten users performed faster on each individual search query using our system. The rest performed faster on three out of four search queries using our system but even when just looking at the participants of this second group, the average time for completing the task using the grid view (496 seconds) was still significantly slower than using our system (159 seconds). Furthermore, one of the users failed to retrieve the final target texture via the grid view after searching for more than 17 minutes (only the time until they desisted was accounted in our averages), while this user succeeded via our method in less than three minutes.

With statistical hypothesis testing, retrieval time with our interface is shorter than with the grid view a p-value lower than 0.00001, indicating high statistical significance, and shorter by 4 minutes with a p-value of 0.0024, also statistically significant.

Multi-scale Within this task, we also evaluated the usefulness of our multi-scale replication (Sec. 3.3). One of the textures that we chose as a target for the search (leftmost Fig. 10) was replicated via our scheme because of its multi-scale appearance. In 12 of the 16 cases, the users found the texture via the embedding position corresponding to one of the low-scale (blurred) versions, averaging 27 seconds. The rest obtained the target in its original scale embedding location, averaging 38 seconds. This coincides with our hypothesis that different users first notice features of different scales, and our multi-scale replication takes advantage of this phenomenon to facilitate retrieval in either case.

Figure 12: Individual retrieval time in seconds for the four textures of the initial retrieval (left) and when asked to repeat the task using the cluster view (right).

Clustering We asked the participants to repeat the retrieval while enforcing the use of the cluster view of the embedding, to assess the usefulness of the feature. In this case, we randomly rotated the embedding, to prevent users from relying on location knowledge from the previous retrievals. Users were then asked to assess their interaction satisfaction on a Likert scale of 5 for the grid view interface, and our interface with and without using the cluster view. Users rated our interface on average with a 4.25, and the grid view satisfaction with an average of 2.0. (Fig. 11, right). In general, user preference for the overview exploration was mixed, as from the 16 participants, 9 preferred the non-clustered view, 4 preferred the clustered view, and 3 gave them the same score.

Fig. 12 gives further insight into the times required to complete the retrieval task with and without requiring the cluster view. In that figure, it can be noted that Textures 2 and 4 required slightly longer search times. For Texture 2, this can be attributed to the fact that it does not exhibit immediately recognizable large-scale features. Indeed, our embedding system groups the texture together with lace-patterned textures, which can only be easily identified when zooming-in. In the case of Texture 4, we believe the dark colors and low contrast of the image may make it less identifiable from a zoomed-out view.

Those users that preferred the non-clustered view commented that the presented clusters did not always meet their expectations, since they grouped textures in an unexpected way. Our clustering implementation is based on the low dimensional 2D position of the textures, but could be improved by taking the high-level feature vector into account as future work to improve the quality of the resulting cluster display.

Text-based retrieval To test keyword use for texture selection, we provided users two out of the 47 labels from DTD: porous and interlaced. We asked users to retrieve one texture representative of each word, with no time limit. Fig. 13 shows the retrieved textures, with a red highlight for those that have the search keyword as a description label in the DTD database. For the first keyword, porous, only half of the participants found a texture that carried the corresponding label in DTD, but all textures exhibit porous features. For the second keyword, interlaced, only one of the retrieved textures was labeled as such in the database. Nevertheless, as seen in Fig. 13, all textures feature interlaced patterns. This highlights the difficulty of texture retrieval via labels, as user interpretation of a keyword can vary greatly. In contrast, a texture retrieval system navigated in a semantic way, such as our presented system, provides a more intuitive and general way of approaching such tasks.

5.2. Prioritized-tSNE and image-based search tool evaluation

In this part of the study, we shift our focus to evaluating the importance of the prioritized-tSNE and image-based search functionality. Since these two features aim at aiding retrieval in large and crowded databases, the texture database used here contains 5824 texture images (see Fig. 14).

The 16 users were randomly divided into two groups, each with 8 users. For group A, users were asked complete a retrieval task with only the overview panel of our interface, and without using the prioritized-tSNE, image-based search, multi-scale replication, or clustering functionality. For group B, users were required to start their search with a specified feature, either prioritized-tSNE or image-based search, for different retrieval targets. After zooming into an area by using one of these features, they continued with that same navigation as group A until finding the target image. The textures for these retrieval tasks are shown in Fig. 15, where the two leftmost ones were used for the prioritized-tSNE evaluation and the two rightmost ones for the image-based search evaluation. In the latter case, the participants were given a small set of images they could use to start their search. The recorded retrieval time for each texture is shown in Fig. 16.

Prioritized-tSNE In the prioritized-tSNE test, the average time of group A (overview mode only) was 354 seconds, whereas group B (prioritized-tSNE) took in average 178 seconds, roughly half the time. The results shown in Fig. 16, tasks 1 and 2, indicate that when using our prioritized-tSNE the retrieval times were substantially faster for all users except user #13. This user reported being misled by a similar texture (an image of cracked glass), and spent some time exploring the wrong region.

Figure 13: Images retrieved by users using the concept porous (top) and interlaced (bottom). Only the images marked in red have the corresponding label in the DTD database, showcasing the difference in label interpretation among different users.

From the feedback in the questionnaire, some users from group A suggested that a tool that can spread the overlapped crowd out would be helpful, which is one of the goals of our prioritized-ISNE feature.

**Image-based search** In the image-based search test, group A (overview mode only) averaged 630 seconds, and group B (image search) averaged 147 seconds, a roughly 4x improvement. In group A, two users (#2 and #4) gave up retrieval after 5 minutes and 3 minutes, respectively. According to their feedback, user #2 switched the retrieval among several possible regions but was finally not able to locate the target. User #4 gave up due to overlapping textures and made a similar suggestion as reported before, that a tool to spread the crowded regions would be useful. In group B, almost all the users succeeded in finishing the task using less time than those in group A, except user #10 for whom the retrieval was stopped at 5 minutes and the reason was similar to that of user #4. This can be probably solved if the users had access to the prioritized t-SNE tool. Overall, thanks to the fast identification of the target region when starting with the image-based search tool, the retrieval time is substantially shorter.

**6. Conclusion**

In this paper, we presented a system that facilitates the task of exploration and retrieval in large unlabeled texture collections. We organize images based on semantic features and additionally provide several tools to improve the exploration of image groups that share similar features. One of these tools, our proposed prioritized t-SNE algorithm, can enhance the visualization of areas of interest for a user and might even find applications beyond the scenario of this work. The results of our user study show that our proposed system is a considerable upgrade to traditional filesystem and grid-based interfaces when exploring texture images.
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